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Belarus has no operating reactors at present. But the Chernobyl syndrome has roused the
increased and morbid interest of the population for the state of nuclear- and radiation
dangerous objects located in the settlement Sosny being at km from Minsk-city where
Academician Science and Technical Complex (ASTC) <Sosny>> is situated. The interest for
the radioecologically dangerous objects of the industrial site of ASTC <Sosny>> is explained
by the fact that this site was belonged to the Institute of Nuclear Power
Engineering/Academy of Sciences of Belarus till 199 1. The Institute was engaged in creation
of nuclear power plants with a new type of coolant. Nuclear reactors unique in Belarus were
operated here, such as the research reactor IRT-M with the capacity of 5000 kW (it was
under operation from 1962 to 1986), and from 1985 to 1987 a pilot small-sized mobile NPP
with the electric capacity of 630 kW was tested, as well as the complex of nuclear
engineering benches was under operation, such as loop installations of large scale for testing
fuel elements, and critical assemblies. Moreover, the only point for storing radioactive waste
in Belarus is situated in immediate proximity (1 km) to ASTC <Sosny>> where solid
radioactive waste, sources of ionizing irradiation and fission materials with the total activity
of more than 80000 Ci are stored with violation of international standards. Thus, the
presence of nuclear materials in Belarus is associated with execution of scientific and
technical programme of investigations in the field of nuclear power engineering in 1964-
1988 using the research reactor, the mobile nuclear power plant, critical assemblies and
<<hot>> chambers. Because of closing down the programme of research the nuclear fuel was
partially passed to Russia, and the rest one was discharged from the reactor systems and
placed into the storage facility for fresh and irradiated fuel in the territory of ASTC <<Sosny>>.
There is uranium of the following enrichment: 90, 75, 45, 36, 21 and 10% in these two
storage facilities. The enriched uranium of 423.4 kg, natural uranium of 957.4 kg, the
depleted uranium of 459.4 kg, thorium. of 1.8 kg and plutonium of 14.4 kg are being stored
in all. The spent fuel assemblies A) from the mobile reactor are mainly placed in the
storage facility of the irradiated fuel dskra�>. The storage facility for the irradiated fuel is
designed for local obtaining and sending of nuclear materials and consists of two ponds with
the dimensions of 5.250.82x4.2 m. Up to date 105 fuel assemblies of the mobile reactor in
hexagonal cases made of stainless steel with fuel elements (each fuel assembly contains
about 380 g of uranium of 45% enrichment) are in the cooling pond Nol, as well as 6
cylindrical containers with other different nuclear materials, such a 34 fuel elements of the
research reactor(they contain about 26 kg of uranium of 10% enrichment), 15 experimental
spherical fuel elements 36 and 45% enrichment) and waste of pherical fuel elements.

In 1998 after the visit of the President of the Republic of Belarus Lukashenko A.G. some
journalists have made statements at a non-qualification level in their transmissions by
television, publications in newspapers about the fact that there are two tons of weapons
plutonium and highly enriched uranium in nuclear storage facilities of ASTC <Sosny>>.
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Taking into account that not more than 3 kg of plutonium are necessary for creation of an
atomic bomb, such amount of nuclear material is enough for manufacturing 600 atomic
bombs. In this connection in one of TV reportings Belarus, being the country which
possesses definite technologies and fissile materials has been related to the rank of onear-
nuclear>> or <<threshol& countries having technical scope for creation of nuclear weapons
quickly alongside with such countries as Pakistan, India and Israel. This sensation statement
on which the leading TV channels of Russia responded imediately has nothing with reality.
Firstly, as it is seen from the above-stated, plutonium and highly enriched uranium are stored
in rather small quantities at ASTC <<Sosny>>. Secondly, a special technology, equipment and
specialists are necessary for execution of weapons or energetic plutonium. ASTC <<Sosny>>
has not possessed and does not possess them. Any specialist who knows this problem can be
convinced of that.

Five years ago our state joined a very important international act, such as the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Commitments were accepted not to produce nuclear
weapons and not to use fissile material, which is used in peaceful activity, for nuclear
weapons production, as well as other explosive devices. Then Belarus joined the
International Convention on Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials. This agreement is
integrally connected with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.
Nuclear materials are stored under <<the foreign lock>> under supervision of the IAEA from
1996. Signing by Belarus the Agreement on Guarantees with the IAEA in 1995 stimulated
the creation of the State system of accounting, monitoring and physical protection of nuclear
materials, which answers the Iternational demands. In the framework of the coordinated
plan on support of the Republic of Belarus by the IAEA in execution of the Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons the system of physical protection of nuclear
materials storing in the territory of ASTC <<Sosny>> has been created with assistance of Japan,
the USA and Sweden. Storage facilities at ASTC <<Sosny>> in such view as they were put
under the IAEA guarantees fully answered the IAEA demands in storing, monitoring and
accounting of nuclear materials. The only point for storing radioactive waste in Belarus is
situated in immediate proximity (1 km) to ASTC <<Sosny>> where solid radioactive waste,
sources of ionizing irradiation and fission materials with the total activity of more than
80000 Ci are stored.

Placement of RDVY'D organized in 1963 near the settlement Sosny has a number of
drawbacks at present, namely:
• PDWD is practically situated on the suburbs of Minsk;
• PDVvD is located in the area of sources of two small rivers - Trostyanka and Slousta

which are already now pressed with a considerable anthropogenic load;
• PDV,�D is located in a feeding area of pressure aquifers by fresh water scoops in Minsk

city;
• PDWD is located at a distance of 25 kin from Minsk urban water scoop <<Drazhnya>> and

in the zone of its effect;
• the aeration zone on PDWD area consists of sandy grounds well permeable.

Ten containers with the irradiated nuclear materials were stored in the near-surface storage
facility of PDV%7D. They contained 2178.28 g of uranium of various enrichment as to 235u

(natural, 45%, 90%) <Storage>> of containers with nuclear materials at PDV*ID which has not
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been designed for these purposes according to its normative status and construction is a
violation of the acting normative documentation and does not ensure long-duration radiation
and nuclear safety.

It is naturally that the presence of a large PDWD near Minsk-city rises alarm in population.
At present the project on PDWD reconstruction has been carried out. When developing the
strategy on RAW treatment we proceeded from the LAEA recommendations and the
international experience that creation of large disposal sites organized and equipped in a
proper way is more preferable in comparison with the majority of small sites. In this
connection the actuality of PDWD reconstruction existing in Sosny settlement near Minsk-
city aiming at creation of PDWD on its base, answering the modem international standards
and having the developed infrastructure is out of doubt. Safety of RAW storage in the
project of PDV%7D reconstruction is ensured by creation of the system of engineer barriers
along the way of radionuclides migration by the way of waste treatment and their
containerization before placing into concrete constructions for storing; the possibility of
RAW extraction is envisaged for a final disposal. The concept of long-duration storage of
RAW has been accepted for PDVVD reconstruction till the permission (the license) on final
RAW disposal is got by the enterprise. Decision on giving such pem-iission must be accepted
(or not be accepted) by regulatory bodies in accordance with established order on the basis of
the analysis on estimation of safety of storages existing now, as well as PDWD after
reconstruction. The analysis of safety must be done in accordance with the demands of
international norms and the IAEA recommendations (IAEA-TECDOC-789, 853 and others).
In this aspect it is very important that the possibility of waste discharge for disposing anew is
envisaged in the project on PDWD reconstruction.

More than 375000 kg of solid radioactive waste (SRAW) with the activity of approximately
of 15000 Ci <<are store& in two existing storage facilities of PDWD. Isotope composition of
SRAW is presented by more than 35 radioisotopes, about 70% activity of which falls on
131CS 25% _ 3H 04% - "Sr and 03% _ 239pU . The whole RAW nomenclature is considered
with division into the following groups, such as compacted, non-compacted, organic,
inorganic. It has been estimated, that the mass of the compacted SRAW is 10680 kg with the
volume of 356.1 m 3, and the non-compacted ones - correspondingly, 268200 kg and 89.4 M3,

i.e. with the mass of the compacted waste by 25 folds smaller in comparison with the non-
compacted ones, the volume of the first ones is higher by a factor of 4 and occupies a
considerable part of capacitance of storage facilities. Besides the creation of protective
barriers when RAW storing, discharge and compactness of SRAW out from the filled cells
of storage facilities at present give the possibility to make more than 400 in 3 of their useful
volume available for storing.

The project of PDWD reconstruction has passed through the ecological examination
according to the order accepted in Belarus and has been discussed in various departments
and bodies of local authorities.
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